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The Book of

n

rofessionals and amateurs alike
have been wildly enthusiastic about
~
the first two volumes of The Book
......
of Numbers. Here is the final
Volume, devoted to stage mentalism. Each
routine can easily fit into any program. This
book has routines for those who want to
. - - - - - - . . perform
professional
me.ntalism without specially
1.
. made props or restrictive
conditions. Most of these
performance pieces use
--- .
little more than a few
....- - - -.... envelopes, paper, pencils
and a borrowed phone book:

~
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Flare Optico -- Three people take
arithmetic flash cards from a stack, each
containing a different problem in addition.
Even though the flash cards are hidden, the
mentalist reveals the total from each
problem. For an added climax, he reveals all
the numbers in the problem.
Dolce Libra -- A spectator holds a
phone book behind his back and chooses a
page. He brings it around in front and reads a
name on the chosen page. The mentalist
reveals the chosen name and number! It's
simple, but oh so clean. Any borrowed phone
book is used. The spectator has an apparent
free choice. You never have to see anything.
No cues or glimpses.

\
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SPECIAL BONUS!
Three Sided Brain -- If a performer
spent double the price of this book for this
single trick, he would be getting a great deal.
This original performance piece has been a
feature of a very. successful mentalist on the
west coast since Docc taught it to him. The
exclusive rights agreement has passed and
although it will possibly be released as a
limited DVD in the future, Docc explains in
great detail the performing nuances necessary
to make this a feature in YOUR program.
Three spectators are used. Each decides
on a thought. The mentalist writes something
on a large 9"x 12" card. It's placed in a
envelope numbered "1" and handed to the
first spectator. This is repeated with the other
two spectators. Later, it's seen that what the
mentalist wrote, matches each of their cards.
The mentalist is also able to give a lot of
unwritten information about the spectators.
There are no carbons, billets, special
envelopes or pre-show clipboards. You give
intimate details about subjects that you
couldn't possibly know. If you use the CEO
of the hosting corporation, he'll never
understand how you knew his mother's
maiden name or what he ate for breakfast. No
one ever spoke to him or had him write
anything; in fact, you can decide to use him at
the last minute while you're on stage.

Special Delivery -- Two spectators help the
This truly is a professional method
mentalist write a dozen or so names on devised through years of experience.
billets. Someone randomly chooses one of
the folded papers. A spectator seal it in an . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .
envelope. Although the people in the
omy_
audience are unknown to him, the performer
is able to deliver the sealed envelope to the
person in the audience who's name was
&.
)
randomly selected!
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What is Real Time Mentalism?
Mentalistic effects are only entertaining if they're shown
to someone. There are hundreds of fine effects designed for
stage, stand-up or close-up situations, but few that can be
performed without the necessity of any special props or set-ups.
Swami gimmicks, nail writers and peek wallets can be forgotten on the dresser and.our best pieces are never seen by anyone.
An unprepared performer cannot perform most of the effects
available, and so, often doesn't perform at all.

Copyright© 2006 Docc Hilford
First printing February, 2006

If an effect is Real Time, it doesn't require any gimmicks.
Of course, gimmicked methods may be slightly easier to use,
but Real Time Mentalism™ provides alternate techniques. It is
left up to the performer whether he or she will use a special
gimmick he or she has ready, or entertain with nothing more
than borrowed items at hand. Real Time Mentalism™ is truly
100% impromptu. This is great for those who want to read
minds, influence thought or generally chill any audience at a
simple request.
The effects that I'm releasing as Real Time Mentalism™
are restricted to tricks that can be preformed "on the fly", that
is, without special preparation or special gimmicks. Some
require more than one spectator or a few borrowed items, but
all are designed for use in everyday situations. They're all
tested in front of real people by myself as well as a handful of
professional mentalists before they're released to you.

No portion of this book or original illustrations can be reproduced in any
manner without written permission of the copyright owner.

As with all of the effects I publish, these are original and
strong. I hope you use these effects. That's what they're meant
for.

Docc Co.
p.a.Box 546022 Bal Harbour, FL 33154
docc@docchilford.com
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Dedicated to

David Alexander

"As I have been doing it, a one kind forcing
deck is used for cleanness. Some may think
this a funny idea of 'cleanness' but I mean
from the, audience standpoint. The minute
you start messing around, the spectators get
lost in following you, so the presentation, as
far as they are concerned, must be direct and
open."
Theodore Annemann

The mind of a magical performer is a strange countryside. A place too perilous in which to wander around alone.
There are rolling hills of justification and endless streams of
denial. There are rocky slopes of opinion, that although the
views are much clearer from their peeks, they stubbornly refuse
to be climbed and conquered. A traveler may voyage to a
scenic, yet insignificant hamlet in his head where the conducts
of its citizens are so complicated as to confuse Rube Goldberg.
If he queries about directions to a destination, he'll be
given a series of procedures that send him in ever widening
spirals, under bridges, around buildings and over fences. The
sad irony is that where he wanted to go is half a block away!
Here, nothing is direct. This hamlet's credo is, "The longer the
journey, the better the trip". All of this bizarre behavior and
loopy landscape is psychologically created to keep one from
straying into a dark forest of self-doubt, where rotting carcasses
4
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of fear hang from bark-covered arms overhead, like skeletons
dangling pendulums of putrid flesh. The mind of a magical
performer can be a scary place.
I've heard magicians on stage go into lengthy explanations
of why they put silks into handled sacks that appear more akin to
cloth-covered ladles than velvet bags. Or attach implausible tales
to their Jap Boxes (the name alone makes me shudder) to justify
why a couple of particularly fragile silks are drawn from the
boxes' enormous cavities.
These kinds of rationalizations aren't about props, they're
about methodology. The world of magic and mentalism is dominated by methods that use a figurative circular saw to scratch an
itch. The performer who believes he never rationalizes invariably
deceives himself more than he deceives any audience. What
begins as an excuse to use a ridiculous device that he spent too
much on, transforms into a validation; a validation needed so
desperately that he's willing to force it upon his viewers.
Is there a way to see beyond the confusion of obscure
methods and peculiar props? Is there' a path that remains pure? Of
course there is. It's always been here. The mayhem isn't the fault
of the method; it's the result of a form of the entertainer's
emotional insecurity on stage. A fear, a stage fright. Too
entertainers are scared of being "given up" by the spectators,
is accurate in our field, but not restricted to it. The same
true for comedians, vocalists and musicians.
A few years ago, a woman accompanied me to a
show. The performer billed himself as a comedy
pocket. The act didn't nearly deliver what the <:1r1"'T~r1·1C'~1'YIP'nn;!
promised. The quality of magic was mediocre. He was _.L.~~. _,.
funny nor a pickpocket. He barely made the minimum "1""'.... '.....
ment for a magician, by performing a few tricks between
loined shtick. While alone after the show, I explained to
how a simple modification of the single billfold trick
££ ....4E:>£ .........4£.&I

£
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formed could make him appear to be a clever thief of wallets and
watches. Everything could be changed with a whisper to the
participant. My companion laughed and declared, "He'll never do
that. He's too afraid of being given up." That was the first time I'd
heard that expression used in such a way. It hit me as clearly an
iron mallet strikes a bell. She was absolutely right!
Examine the number of card tricks that could be bettered
with an uncomplicated one-way force deck. If this is so, why don't
more magicians utilize this direct method? Is it because the
technique is too bold? Is it because, as many claim, it's a form of
cheating the spectators? I contend it's because they're afraid of
being "given up" by the audience. They're not merely afraid of
getting caught, but afraid of being called out.
The dispute over the use of hidden assistants continues to
rage. Annemann is quoted and misquoted. Always something
about how he would use ninety-nine confederates to fool one
person. Then Koran is drawn into the argument, something along
the lines of how Koran believed using any form of "stooge" is an
insult to the game of mentalism. Neither is an accurate quote, but
that doesn't deter participants in the Roe v. Wade debate of
mentalism.
A great platform for condemnation is the fear that the
hidden assistant will tell people how the mentalist faked his
perrormance, He could tell important people; people who will bar
mentalist from performing again. After all, who wants to be
labeled a fake and a liar? However, this isn't a rational projection.
a fear, plain and simple. Professionals know this through years
experience. The backstage thread puller doesn't expound the
secrets of his master's illusions in the pub between gulps on a pint
leisure. The head of sales doesn't memo the CEO that the
entertainment asked him to write the number 713 inside a
It's an absurd notion. But the fear of entering that
£.££I~£U."'££Jl££h forest looms in the stomachs of magical performers.
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In Volume 1 of this series, there's a trick where a stage
whisper is given. The trick, In-nile-ation will, no doubt, have
fanatics on both sides. Those in fear of being given up will whine
about the whisper being impractical and dangerous. However,
those with stage time under their cummerbunds will giggle with
glee over a forgotten gem. The Three Sided Brain in this volume
has a bonus presentation. It eliminates the spectators writing
anything with two little stage whispers. (This was the original
presentation, but I had to modify it for those too shaky to attempt
such a direct approach.)
Let's finally slay the fear of being "given up". Presentation
and professionalism on stage protect the performer from anyone
even wishing to drop a dime on him. If your audience likes you,
they want you to succeed. If you ask someone of the group to do
something or keep a little secret, they become part of the fun. No
matter if a secret set-up is explained around the water cooler
Monday, you'll have defenders come to your aide and chastise the
exposer for attacking your good name.
If you're a completely believable character, not anything
you do or say will dissuade the audience's belief in your abilities.
Eusapia Palidrino, the famous spirit medium, was exposed many
times. Her supporters claimed she used trickery as a form of
harmless mischief. After all, she was in a trance during the real
table levitations, so she missed all the fun. With a trick method,
she got to participate! She was a pro. She was fearless. She died
wealthy.
I'm often accused of being bold in method. If bold means
direct, then it's an accurate description. Nevertheless, I'm also
painted as a performer who presents strongly. The simple and
direct methods I often use allow me to put all internal energies
toward presentation. I'm more an actor than a mentalist. The
tricks are just a vehicle. I don't really care how I get to my
destination, as long as it's direct. I am not alone in this approach.

The great performers by which I have been influenced, those I've
met and those I've studied, both past and contemporary, have at
least one thing in common; simple, direct methods and strong
presentations.
The amateur fears attack because he's defenseless. The
professional is protected with armor of stage presence and
presentation.
The effects in this volume are primarily for the stage.
That doesn't mean they won't play well in a casual-setting, they
definitely will. As in the previous two volumes, the theme is
numbers.
Flare Optico is really a simple tool that moves the
presentation away from playing cards, without loosing the quantity of tricks utilizing them. Dolce Libra translates to "sweet
book", and in my humble opinion, this is one of the sweetest
little book test method since David Hoy bluffed his way into
mentalism history with his clever ploy.
For the professional worker, Special Delivery and Three
Sided Brain offers an expert performance piece that can be
.dropped into any show. I've been told by many that these two
items should have been sold at a separate and expensive fee to
keep them out of the hands of bunglers. I know my readers are of
a higher caliber than web surfers chasing brightly colored trick
balloons, so I present both pieces for you here.
Finally, Trading Places is quickly becoming a favorite
among banquet performers. It just seems unreal to an audience;
unreal yet believable.
.
My fingers are bleeding from constant typing. My eyes
are blurry from endless editing. At last, I can go out and perform
again. I hope you enjoy these new contributions.
Docc Hilford - February, 2006
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FLAR3 OPT 1cO
Years ago, I presented a mystery with a schoolroom
theme. There were slates, paper, pencils and flash cards. The
cards were tools that got me one ahead for any triple prediction, revealed a chosen number to me or gave me a method to
force a number. In fact, you can do almost any mental card
effect with these cards. Something to consider if you're trying
to get away from ordinary card effects.

3FF 3CT : Three people take arithmetic flash cards
from a stack, each containing a different problem in addition.
Even though the flash cards are hidden, the mentalist reveals
the total from each problem. For an added climax, he reveals
all the numbers in the problem.
PR3s3NTAT10N: When Mirador was asked to
perform for students at M. 1. T, he didn't hesitate. He began
with, a few attention-getting effects involving numbers. At
mid-point, he decided to have some fun with the undergraduates.
"I'm sure you'd like to know how to do lightening
calculations in your heads, as well. Today only - just for you I'll explain my secret. Every day, I practice with these."
The mentalist held up a stack of elementary flash "'...... ''4...,.,
There was a mix of groans and chuckles from the assembly.
went through the cards showing they were all simple
in addition. Then, he asked three people up to help him.

IJ.l.V'U.I.,",'.l.l..lU".'

After introductions were made, Mirador cut the
10
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several times and offered them facedown to Becka, the young
woman standing in the center of the group. He instructed her to
take a clump of three cards from the fan. Standing in front of
the row of three students, he told Becka to hand any card to the
person on her right and hand any card to the person on her left.
The cards were to be kept from Mirador's sight. When all this
was completed, Mirador explained, "You see, I don't practice
flash addition, I practice flash telepathy! All of you look at your
problems. Calculate the correct answers in your minds. Keep
the cards hidden as best you can, even though I can't see behind
me.
"Someone' is thinking of the numeral 2. Someone is
concentrating on the numeral 7." Mirador removed a notebook
from his jacket, pondered, made some notes and said, "The
answer containing the numeral 4, is that contained in your
solution, Carl?"
The third man in the row admitted 4 was in the solution
to his problem.
"And Becka, does your answer contain the number 6?
The young woman in the' center laughed and confirmed Mirador's allegation.
Let's focus only on the solutions. Please look at that number.
Adam, you're thinking 122, Carl, 74
and Becka, 162!"
All confirmed Mirador was correct.
"But I always go further in my
training. I try to get the actual problems
as well. Adam, concentrate on your
problem. Keep your card hidden, read it
repeatedly in your mind. I see a 2 and an
8, 28. Twenty-eight plus 8, plus... is it
11

86? Which adds to 122. Correct? Good. Now Carl, I see a 2 and
another 2, 22. Twenty-two plus 46, plus ... I see 6! That makes
74. Are those the numbers of which you're concentrating? They
are? Fine.
Now, here's exactly how I accomplish this feat. Becka.
Your sum's total is 162. I want you to focus on the first number
of the problem. I see the number 47. Isn't that so? There's also
a 97 in your equation, isn't there? There's only one number that
will bring about your total of 162. That final number is 18!
However, that's not the order you're thinking. Your problem is
47 + 18 + 97 = 162! And that's all there is to it!"

M3THOD: The flash cards are stacked. The presentation above is really Ted Annemann's Par Optic Vision from
the Jinx. As you'll see, most routines with a stacked deck of
playing cards can be adapted to these cards. You make the
cards with your computer and heavy card stock. Here's how:
On your computer, layout the flash cards. (SEE FIG 1)
Print them on card stock and cut in the size and shape of flash
cards (about 2.5"x6").
Because Si Stebbins won't work here, you need another
formula. It's simple. The last two numerals of the answer on
any card are reversed and become the first two-digit number on
the next card. Therefore, if you see an answer of 216, you
mentally reverse the last two digits, i.e., 1 and 6, to become 61.
Sixty-one is the first number on the next card.
To calculate all the numbers on the hidden card, simply
add each number to its preceding number. For example, you
know the first number is 61. Mentally add 6+ 1· to get 7. The
next two-digit number begins with 7. Add 7 to the
number, 1 to get 8. Thus, the second two-digit number is
Add 8 to the preceding number, 7 and you get 15.

1J.I.""V"'U.l.l.l':;'
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you get a number greater than 10, drop the one on the left.
Therefore, the third two-digit number of the problem begins
with 5. Add 5 to the preceding number and you get 13. Drop the
one and you have 3. Thus, the third number is 53.
Now the three two-digit numbers are added together to
get the total. The last two digits of the total are reversed and
become the first two-digit number of the next equation. And so
it goes, for 21 cards, then the pattern repeats itself. When you
print the cards, print two sets so you have a deck of 42 cards.
Several times a 10 will be the sum of two numbers. This
means you use the zero because you drop the one. If the zero
starts the number, obviously, you don't print this on the flash
card, it's implied.
Because the stack is cyclical, it can be cut several times.
Any three cards taken together will be in order and duplicates
can't be chosen.
Cut the cards where the three are removed and glance at
the total of the bottom card of the deck. This cues you the first
number of the next card. In the above example, Mirador saw
the total 182. He knew that 28 (the reverse of the last two
digits) was the first number of the
top card of the group of three. With
?
that number and a notebook, he was
• ?
?
?
?
able to figure all three cards quickly.
•
•
With practice, one can cer?
tainly do the calculations in one's
head and reveal the information as
it's figured. I simply prefer to do
things as easily as possible, so the
notebook works for me. After all,
I'm revealing much more than any
amount of scribbling on a pad could
produce!

.

.
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As Annemann taught, and
practical experience confirms,
when asked to hand a card to the
person next to them, the subject will
hand out the top card of the group.
Once in a hundred times, she may
hand the cards out from the bottom.
By instructing the woman in the
center of the row to hand a card to
the person to her right, she will
invariably hand the top card to
Adam, and repeat the action for
Carl. That means the order of the
cards are A-I, B-3, C-2; or the person on the right holds the first card,
the middle person holds the last
card and the person on the left holds
the second card. (Notice the names
of the participants in our little tale
have first letters that correspond to
A, Band C for easier understanding.)

65
16
+73

45
94
+37
176

67
30
+33
130

3

43
70
+77
190

9
98
+75
182

+86
122

46
+ 6
74

[JJ

47
18
+97
162

26
84
+26

63
92
+13

86
40
+44

154
36
+95
134
28
8

136 168
69
54
+93

61
78
+53
192

[+iI
[ 2i6
96

L - _.....

29
10
+11

On your pad have three tall
rectangles labeled A, C and B.
Make the necessary calculations inside each rectangle and you're looking at copies of the chosen cards in .
about 30 seconds. A little patter
about the participants covers this
time easily.

170

50
84
26
+84

"T94

5

50
+55

TIO

L . . - _.....

I+j~ I

49
32
+57

138

48

83
14
+59
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FIG 1

Allowing the center person to hand cards to the
means you have to either watch her to make certain she
the cards from the top, or do some pumping. If your back
been turned while she handed out the cards, you

v U .. l"'J.'J,,,:

u..;J.;JUJ.J.J''''

positions are as explained above. But, you check. Reveal a
couple of single numbers, then, ask one of the participants if
. that number is in his total. You should get confirmation,
however if you don't, ask another person. This doesn't SeelTI
like fishing because you know one of the three has that number
in his or her total.
In the worst case, you find out who has which card by
asking a couple of questions. "Who has the 3 in their total and
who has the 7? .. " would be all you have to ask.

NOT3:

Of course, you can side step all of this by
having Adam cut the cards several times, take the top card and
hand the deck to Becka. She takes the next top card and hands
the deck to Carl. End the procedure by instructing Carl to take
the top card of the deck.
The revelations in this presentation tend to build. It's
impressive to get all three totals, but when you give the
problems as well, you slay most educated audiences. The bit
about calculating the final number by mentally subtracting the
first and second number from the total does two things. It
conveys the thought that you're using your lightening calculation skills and ends on a chuckle. Something more effects
might strive to do.
This is a "Columbus" trick, in-as-much as once it's been explained, it appears as if anyone could have thought it up. The
progressive addition of preceding numbers to form new numbers has been around for a while. As far as I know, it first
showed up in Blackstone's Secrets of Magic. It was improved
by Vincent Dalban in The Jinx and Ernie Helman made it into
a memory stunt. But everything was about single, multi-digit
numbers. It took quite a while to find a combination -- that of
three two-digit numbers-- and the exact numbers that would
produce a cyclical stack of at least 20 cards. The work has been
done, now you can enjoy.

14
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It's impossible not to love this piece. It uses a common
object; it has no weird moves or strange procedures. Moreover,
it's applicable to other effects. Plus, it's so dammed direct! It is
what Real Time Mentalism™ is all about.

3 FF 3CT : A spectator holds a phone book behind
his back and chooses a page. He brings it around in front and
reads a name on the chosen page. The mentalist reveals the
chosen name and phone number!
PR3s3NTAT10N:

The. casino was hopping, but
Mirador's date needed to powder her nose. When she returned,
he decided to take a break from winning with his blackjack
formula and entertain the charming woman.
"Dear," he said, "hand me one of those phone books,
will you. Thank you. Take this and hold it behind your back.
While there, use your right hand to flip through the pages.
When you feel like it, somewhere in the' middle, stick your
hand in and fold up the comer of the next page, like this."
The tall mentalist demonstrated what he wanted done.
Renee took the phone book, held it behind her back and folded
the corner of a random page. After she closed the book, she
brought it in front of her.
"I'm going to tum away. I want you to open the book at
the point where you folded a page up. Got it? Fine. Hold your
index finger over the book. Let it swing around in a circle and
bring it down right in the middle of the page. To yourself, read
16

the name under your finger. Concentrate on the last name. I see
a J, correct? J, E. Jeff... the name is Jefferson!
"Now, let your eyes fall on the area in the middle of the
page where your finger
was. There are several Jeffersons, but this very moment you're looking at Kathy! Is that right? Is
Kathy Jefferson at the
middle of the page? Great.
Look at her phone number. I see ... " and Mirador
went on to reveal the chosen phone number as well
as the address. He made a
couple of mistakes along
the way, but for the most
part, Renee was stunned with the demonstration.

M3THOO: In his book, Annemann's Complete One
Man Mental and Psychic Routine, Ted explains a clever phone
book test. The method is, however, beyond bold. It may have
worked for him under certain conditions, or he may have
purposely omitted some presentational details (do magicians
really do that?), but I found it to be impractical for me. Still, the
basic idea was so much genius that I worked with it until it
played like a dream.
While Renee was in the Ladies' room, Mirador prepared the phone book by opening it near the middle where there
was a right hand page with several last names the same, in this
case, Jefferson. He folded the upper, right comer up and in and
closed the book. The neat thing is that to prepare every phone
book at all the pay phones near the rest rooms, took only about
a minute. Now, any book could be chosen.
17

When demonstrating what to do. Hold the book in your
left hand and riffle the upper right corners UP with your right
hand. Stop mid-way and put your right hand between the pages.
Letting the left half of the book rest on your right wrist, use
your right fingers to peal the upper right corner up and fold it
in. As you describe the action always, call it folding the corner
UP. (SEE FIG 2)

your right hand along the page edge, fingers under, thumb on
top. Your left hand steadies the book on the spine edge. As you
bring the book behind the participant, turn your right palm to
the floor. This rolls the book so the bottom flips away from you
and the top rolls toward you. She takes the book and thinks its
right side up.

When you hand the participant the book, you must
secretly flip it over end-for-end. Now, she'll fold a LOWER
corner up while believing it to be an upper corner. As you bring
the book in front of her, re-orient it and she'll find the force
page by the prepared, folded corner.

After she's folded a LOWER corner up (thinking it to
be an UPPER corner), Take the book back with your right
hand, fingers uppermost (touching the back cover that is uppermost). As you, bring the book around, turn your palm up. This
rotates the book in the opposite direction as when you fli~ped it
cover down.

A nifty little dance makes the book flip smooth. If you
leave the dance out of the handling, you'll look awkward. So,
please do it as describe here.
The participant stands to your right. Hold the book with

Here is the dance that makes this re-orientation work.
With your left hand, take the person's arm and TURN THE
PARTICIPANT TO FACE YOU. The rotation of her body as
you bring the book forward works to make the re-orientation
seamless. This little move comes from practical stage experience, its not just theory. Do not omit it.
Because the last names are all the same on the center of
the chosen page, putting a finger in the middle of the page
forces the last name. By directing the participant to look around
where his finger was, you can read off a previously memorized
first name. You've forced the address and phone number by
literally giving the participant the first name. Make a quick
note of the number and address on your thumbnail in pencil.
You can check it while your back is turned if needed.
In every day life, I prepare every phone book I come in contact
with. Then, when I'm ready to perform, books are already setup around me. If you like this, and I know you will, check out
Syd Bergson's Thought Anticipation in Tarbell. Some of the
patter is very entertaining.

FIG 2
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When I shared this with a couple of well-known mentalists in the U.S., they were tickled. I think it's just good theater
to get something out of every necessary action. This routine
does just that. Selecting the next spectator to help becomes an
effect in itself.
The combination of this trick and the one following is
slated to be a DVD. But you get it first at a fraction of the cost.

3 F F 3CT: Two spectators help the mentalist Write a
dozen or so names on billets. Someone randomly chooses one
of the folded papers. A spectator seals it in an envelope.
Although the people in the audience are unknown to him, the
performer is able to deliver the sealed envelope to the person in
the audience whose name was randomly selected!

PR3S3NTATION: Nirvana was a popular nightclub, but that night the manager was frantic. "Where will I find
an act to fill in this late?" he cried. Then he noticed the tall
mentalist, Mirador in the audience. He ran out and asked
Mirador if he could please do a short set of his amazing mind
feats during the band break. Of course, Mirador was happy to
comply.
When his time to perform came, Mirador stepped onto
the dance floor. He invited a man and a woman to assist him.
After a quick opening piece with the Cassandra Deck, Mirador
told his audience what he was going to do next.
"Ladies and Gentlemen, what you just witnessed was

demonstration of telepathy. Now, I'd like to show you a
demonstration of something much more difficult -- clairvoyance. Literally, the ability to see what is unseen. Here are a
couple of pencils and some slips of paper for both of you. Write
the first name of anyone here tonight. It can be people you
know, or a name that the audience calls out. I want everyone in
the audience to call out suggestions, names of people you know
here tonight."
Re-addressing the two assistants, he said, "Put one
name on each of the slips. What's your name sir? David, thank
you. After you write each name, fold them up like this."
Mirador demonstrated what he wanted by writing a name on a
slip and folding it once each way. After it was folded, he
dropped it into a large brandy glass on a nearby table.
The audience began calling out names. Both assistants
wrote names and folded the papers. Mirador kept the audience
yelling names and wrote a few himself. The slips were used up,
putting about a dozen in the glass. Mirador handed the glass to
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the man on his left and a white envelope to the woman on
his right. The man was told to mix the slips and select one.
Mirador took the slip from the man and handed it to the
woman. She placed it in the envelope and sealed it closed.
Mirador put the glass on the table and explained,
"I'm going to take this envelope and use the power of
clairvoyance to see the name written inside. Because no one
knows which name is sealed in here, telepathy will be no
help at all. Beyond that, I'll have to find the selected person;
you see I'm delivering this envelope Special Delivery!"
Mirador left the dance floor and started roaming
through the audience. He stopped at different tables and
chatted briefly with various patrons.
"Hi, how are you? Come here often? Nice tie. Is he
with you?"
At the table of a particularly good looking woman he
sat and chatted a while longer. Oblivious to the rest of the
audience, Mirador was apparently hypnotized by her beauty.
Suddenly, he seemed to remember his quest and returned to
his search. At last, he stopped at a table with an overweight,
bald, middle aged man. "I believe I have something for you.
Stand up and tell everyone your name."
The man stood and announced, "Frank."
"Please open the envelope and remove the paper."
The man followed Mirador's instructions. "Unfold the paper
and in a loud voice, read off the name."
The man almost yelled the name, "FRANK!"
Great, Frank. Come with me." The mentalist took
Frank to the center of the dance floor with the other two
people from the audience and everyone took a bow.
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M3THOD: Tricks should serve many purposes at
once. In this case, you entertain the audience with a stunning
display of clairvoyance, while selecting your next participant. Rather than just asking for another person to come up
and help, you're able to make an effective trick out of it.
You'll need two people to help write names, These
can be seated in the front row, at a nearby table or already on
stage from a previous trick. Don't write the names yourself,
it just takes too long. The slips measure 1.5" x 2.5". On the
first slip, you'll write the name of someone in the front. Ask
their name and write it on the demo slip. Fold it and drop it
in the glass. Give four slips and a pencil to each person with
instructions to write names and fold the slips.
The name is obviously forced. It has to be a name of
someone you can recognize, in order to find him. Any
method of forcing one slip from twelve will work. Over the
past year or so, I've tried several methods for forcing the
name. Using a devil's hank with twelve duplicates was the
first idea. The hank was like a change bag; twelve different
names went in one side and one was chosen from the side
with the duplicates. The original names could be left on
someone's table after the selection, so they could be
checked. I didn't like having twelve slips loaded in my
pocket square that could fall out when I removed it from IUy
suit. I changed to an envelope switch; a flapless envelope on
a stack. Any slip was chosen, put in the flapless envelope
that was switched for the second envelope with the force
name. It meant more prepared props and I didn't like using
more than one envelope.
Finally, I decided on the method I use today. The
Baker/Annemann billet switch. A thumb tip has the force
billet in it. This is in your right coat pocket along with a
number 6 envelope. (That's the small letter size.) Give the
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little test, you'll be identified as Number 1, Number 2 and
Number 3."

l
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The mentalist handed each participant a white card with
his or her corresponding number printed on it. The cards were
about 9x12 inches.
I

Hen Fetch's Mental Epic is a standard for mentalists.
Dr. Jaks explained a sleight of hand version as Omar's Prophecies. Here is a simple version that plays incredibly well. You
only need six cards and a marker. I know of one t?P perfo~er
who put this into his show as soon as he learned It. He claims
it's been worth hundreds of dollars to him. He's angry I'm
selling it so inexpensively. It's my sincere hope that you use
this in your program.

3 FF 3CT : Three spectators are used. Each decides
on a thought. The mentalist and the first spectator
something on a large card. The mentalist hands his
first spectator. This is repeated with the other two
Later, it's seen that what the mentalist wrote before
tors, matches each of their cards.

each write
card to the
spectators.
the specta-

"These cards will be for you to record your thoughts on
the blank side, so we can check the accuracy of our test. You'll
do that in a moment. First, you'll focus your minds on your
thoughts, then relax. When you write your thoughts, be certain
to print and do so large enough for everyone to see. In one
show, a woman wrote so small even she needed her glasses to
read it! You'll write only after I've finished writing because I
don't want anyone, including myself, get a peek at your
thought's. So write only after I've finished.
"Stephanie, you look a little nervous. Don't worry about
remembering all these instructions. On the backs of your cards
are reminders of what you need to do. Take a quick look. OK?
I have three cards to record my thoughts. They're numbered 1,
2 and 3 on both sides."
Mirador held up a
fan ofthree similar cards. He
turned them over and
showed both sides. He laid
his cards on a near by chair,
held up a marker and the
card with a 1 printed on it.

As a bonus, the mentalist is able to give a lot of
unwritten information about the spectators.

PR3S3NTAT10N: Having completed an . . .

£...£o

u ....,..........

demonstration in clairvoyance with a sealed envelope,
addressed the three people now on stage.

~Y"'J.JL""'~'~"'·

"Thank you for helping me. I want to show you
real mind reader might get into your head. Don't
shouldn't be painful at all.

"Ted, or I should say,
Number 1, focus on your
thought. I'm going to enter
your mind and find it. I'm
instantly sensing several
thoughts. Thoughts about
your immediate situation.

·n.Tl"\rrtH

"Each one of you will focus on a single,
thought. I don't want it to be anything embarrassing, but it must
be something personal; something I couldn't know. FOf.Qtlf
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Principally wondering if you look foolish on stage. That's fine.
At least you're focused in the present. I see concern for something you're really set on doing. Something you wish to accomplish tonight. Hmmm... Are you married? But this isn't your
thought. Ah, I think I have it now. Yes."
The tall mind reader wrote something on one side of his
card so no one could see it. Then he handed the marker to
Number 1.
"Please remember to follow my instructions and write
your thought on the card. Remember, he's writing only after I
wrote his unknown thought on my card."
When the first man had finished writing, Mirador took
the marker and handed his card to the man to hold. "Hold both
of the cards tightly and close to your body so no one sees what
we wrote. Now, Stephanie. Concentrate on your thought. Relax. Very good. You're a strong minded woman. You've already accomplished a lot in your life, but you want to do more.
Do you know Ted, here? Aah ... you cheeky monkey! You
don't want' me to see any of your personal secrets! Your
thought is a little tricky, but I think I have it. Yes. I'll write my
impression before you write anything."

The third card was written on and the marker handed to
Number 3.
"Please remember to follow my instructions and write
your thought on the card."
When the man was through, Mirador took the marker
and handed him the last card. "And hold both of the cards close
to your body so no one sees what we wrote.
"The cards you hold have my thoughts against yours.
None of you told your thoughts to anyone before the show,
correct? In fact, you had no idea what was going to be on your
mind before you came up here, did you? In each test, I wrote
what I sensed to be your thought first, handing you the card,
making change impossible."
Mirador collected the sets of cards and continued addressing the group of three, "I really don't know if any of the
tests have been successful. I feel I've been right - for the most
part. But let's take a look, shall we?"
He held the cards facing the audience, with a 1 on the
top. "Ted, you were Number 1. I got the impression of a name.

Mirador picked up the second card and wrote something. It seemed to take a bit longer, but when he was finished,
he handed the marker to the woman and told her, "Now that
I've written what cannot be changed, please remember to
follow my instructions and write your thought on the card."
When she was through, he took the marker and handed
her his card. "Hold both of the cards close to your body so no
one sees what we wrote. Now, Frank, Number 3. I see much in
your complex mind. I see a change at your work place. I see
great things corning your way. I see your thought is as personal
as is possible. Something specifically about you."
28
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Is that correct? Were you
thinking of someone' s last
name?"
Ted indicated Mirador
was correct. "I wrote the name
Simpson." Mirador removed
the first card and revealed his
numbered card beneath it.
Over the number 1 was the
word, "Simpson", He handed
the first card back to Ted. "Please show everyone the thought
you were thinking." Ted turned his card around. On it was the
name, "Simpson".
Mirador set his card on the chair, propped up against the
back. "This is an important name isn't? It's the name of a
woman... an older woman. Ted, Simpson is your mother's
maiden name, is it not?" Ted acknowledged Mirador was
correct and the audience responded loudly.
Displaying Stephanie's card with the 2, the mind reader
addressed her. "Your thought was a Iittle tricky. You thought of
some type of food. I got the impression of spaghetti." Handing
the top card to Stephanie, the audience could see the word
"spaghetti" written on the next numbered card over the 2.
When the girl turned her card around, the words matched
exactly.
"And this is, in fact, one your favorite foods, correct? In
fact, you had spaghetti for dinner tonight!" The girl laughed
and admitted spaghetti was her favorite dinner and she had it
earlier that night. During the applause, Mirador placed his card
on top of the other propped up on the chair.
"And Frank. You were Number 3. You didn't think ofa
word at all, did you? You thought of a number. It could have
been any number of digits, but you thought of a five-digit

number. Am I right? I wrote the number 11278." When the top
card was handed to Frank, it exposed the card Mirador wrote
upon. There was the number 11278 over the three. "And show
everyone what you were thinking." The other card was turned
and had the same number, 11278! Mirador dropped the card
against the other two on the chair, took tlie cards from the
participants and sent them back to their seats.
"Ladies and gentlemen, three very intelligent subjects.
Without whose help I could not have been successful tonight.
Please show your appreciation."
As they reached their seats, Mirador added, "Oh Frank.
That number has some meaning to you, doesn't it? I believe it's
an address, correct? But you were only thinking of the number,
yes? Please concentrate on the entire address. It's 11278 ...
Royal Palm Drive, right? Thank you."

M3THOD: The triple prediction effect has become
classic. It is, in fact, so well known that I've seen it preformed
poorly in bars by bartenders. It's based on the one ahead
principle. You know what #3 will write and write it on the first
card. You ask what #1 chose and write it as prediction #2.
When #2 announces his choice, you write it for #3. The last
choice is forced. Matching up the predictions in the correct
order makes for a great effect, albeit one with some weaknesses.
The primary problem with the basic method is that the
mentalist must ask for each choice after he writes his prediction. Performed loosely, the method is obvious. I've addressed
this problem before in the book Fern Fatal and on my L&L
mentalism DVDs, but I took a different approach than explored
here. As we go through the explanation, you'll learn how this
weakness has been. eliminated.
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This is not a demonstration of prediction, but rather of
mind reading. In this presentation, you must first know what
the third person will choose as his thought. It's a simple matter
to find out the address, or some similar information, of someone in the audience. If you perform Special Delivery, from this
book, you're set.
You have two sets of cards. These cards are the only
gimmick in the trick. They're made of heavy card stock measuring 8.5 x 11 inches, standard paper size in the US. Set one
consists of three cards with the numbers 1, 2 and 3 printed on
one side. This side has a small dot (-) in the lower left comer.
On the opposite side of card # 1 is printed a "3". On the opposite
side of card #2 is printed a "1". And on the opposite side of
card #3 is printed a "2". The cards are: '1/3, '2/1, '3/2. You'll
write on the side WITHOUT the dot.
The second set consists of three cards with 1, 2 and 3
printed on one side. On the opposite side of each of these cards
are instructions printed in pencil. Write dark enough to be
easily seen, but light. enough not to be read from the audience.
The instructions are: PLEASE PRINT. WRITE LARGE. And
one other instruction, but this last direction is different for each
card. For card #1, it says, THINK OF YOUR MOTHER'S
MAIDEN NAME. On card #2 it reads, THINK OF
TONIGHT'S DINNER.
And card #3 has, THINK
OF YOUR HOME ADDRESS NUMBER.

FIG 4
AUDIENCE VIEW

You have secretly
and effectively restricted
each selection to a known
topic. This makes what
you reveal much bigger to
the audience. You aren't

making secret accomplices; you're doing two different tricks at
the sametime. To the participants, you're revealing a thought
you couldn't know. It's a great trick. But to the audience the
..
'
participant chooses any thoughts they want. You reveal the
thought as well as what it means to each person. This is
incredibly strong to them.
The cards are laminated on both sides. The markers you
and the participants use are china markers, a type of pencil that
marks on plastic and can be rubbed off. Don't use dry erase
.
pens, as they tend to wipe off to easily.
Your patter states that, "Each one ofyou will focus on a
single, specific thought. I don't want it to be anything embarrassing, but it must be something personal; something I
c~uldn 't know. " It sounds to the audience as if the participants
WIll choose any thought. And, when the participants understand
that they must think of something within a topic, the instructions still make sense.
As .you can see, all of the patter is specially scripted.
You expl~ln why they must write their thoughts and then play
down the Importance with a little joke. You get them to read the
instructions by giving them lots of directions. Then explain the
writing by accusing one of them of looking like she might not
be able to remember all
the necessary actions. The
penciled instructions are
. there for their help.
But why even expose that anything is written? Because later, the
cards will face the audience and some pencil
writing may be seen.
You're explaining what it

FIG 5
MENTALIST VIEW·
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is beforethequestion enters the minds of the audience.
Each person now holds their card with the number
facing the audience. (Please notice that you don't refer to the
woman in the center as Number 2. Call her by name. Not only
is referring to a woman as a number a bit rude, but it can set you
up for sophomoric snickers in the audience.)
Exhibit the cards you'll use. You show both sides with
a false display. Hold the three cards with dot sides facing you.
From the audience's view, the 1 is to your right and closest to
you. The 2 is in the middle and the 3 is to the left and closest to
the audience. (SEE FIG 4) On your side, you see the dotted
sides. The "'2" is to your right (it's the back of"1"), the "'3" is
in the middle (the back of the "2") and the ",1" closest to the
audience at your left (it's the back of "3"). (SEE FIG. 5)
Display the fan to the audience with both hands. The
dots should be at the top of the fan. Separate the left card (the
'1/3) slightly from the fan. As you close the fan, tilt the cards
away from you, parallel with the floor. At the same time, move
the card in your left hand (-1/3) to the top of the stack. Continue
turning the stack and fan the dotted sides to the audience. Do a
reverse fan, that is spread the cards to your left. The audience
sees 1, 2 and 3 on the other side. (SEE FIG. 6) The pencil dots
are at the base of the fan
and hidden. You see 2, 1
and 3. (SEE FIG.7) Close
the fan and set them dotted side up on the seat of
a chair. They're in order
for use.

FIG 6
AUDIENCE VIEW
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Pick up card 1.
Hold the side with ·1 facing the audience and

write the known information about the third participant. On
your side; you'll see 3. This is what really sells the illusion;
don't think about what you're writing. Concentrate on the first
participant's mother's name. This will give you the correct
timing while writing. If you get a hunch the name will be
Anderson, write 11278, but pantomime writing ANDERSON.
This little bit of theatrics truly makes the illusion. The subconscious of the audience picks up on what you appear to write.
Always keep your side of the card against your body or to the
floor, so no one sees the other number.
Hand the china marker to the first participant. Remind
him to, "Please remember to follow my instructions and write
your thought on the card." This assures he'll understand to
write the thought about the subject on the card. Then you tell
the audience that, "Remember, he's writing only after I wrote
his unknown thought on my card. " You'll notice this is repeated several times in different ways in the routine. You
MUST stress the fact that you write before the participants. If
you don't emphasize the fact, the routine loses a bit of its
punch. Mentalism really entertains by playing to the subconscious of its audience. You're eliminating possible explanations that may come to mind later.
When the participant has finished writing, hold your
card in your left hand and
take his card in your right.
Your fingers go on the
outside of his card and
your thumb on the inside,
the side facing him. Bring
the two cards together.
His card will turn face up
as you place it under your
card. As you do this, read
FIG 7
MENTALIST VIEW'
what he wrote. It only
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takes an instant. Because the audience continually sees the
number side of the participant's card and because the motion is
so smooth, they never suspect any mischief. After all, you
already wrote the first thought on your card, it's numbered and
you can't change it. This ploy of never asking what the participants' thoughts are makes the piece unexplainable to laypeople '.
The cards are writing side to writing side. Now hand
them to the first participant with YOUR card nearest him. Your
instructions to hold the cards tightly and their position keeps
them from peeking at your side of the card. Giving your card to
the participant throws off anyone who thinks they're knowledgeable, even magicians. I've had magicians tell me they
thought I was performing a one ahead effect, but that because
the cards were numbered on both side and because I gave my
cards to each participant before I went on to the next, it
couldn't have been a one ahead.
Both outsides of the cards have a 1 printed on them.
Everything looks as it should.
Repeat the procedure for the other two participants.
When you get a glimpse of what the third person wrote, you
check to make certain he wrote what you wanted. You don't
want any surprises. Even if the first two people write something
not under the subject you requested, it doesn't matter. You
simply copy what you read. Restricting the choice is to enable
you to give a strong reading as you reveal the thought. Substantially more convincing than a standard triple prediction.
You have to right the order of the cards. Walk over to
the first man. Take the set of cards in your right hand, turn them
dot side up and place them in your left one at a time. This
reverses their order. You'll see his writing facing you, but no
one will see your writing as it faces the floor.
Do the same with the other sets. Take the second set and
place them on top of the first set, one at a time. Do this for the
third set.
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At the conclusion of the collection, the third participant's writing is facing you. Without hesitation, move the
bottom card to the top. The ·1 card faces you: Tum the cards up
so the ·1 card is against your chest, held with your left hand.
The 1 faces the audience and you're ready to reveal the
thoughts.
Let me reassure any readers who may feel the switching
of card positions is too bold. Done casually and while pattering,
there is nothing to detect. You're merely switching the cards so
they can be read by the audience, which can't be done if they're
writing side to writing side. It makes no matter that they the
cards are still face to face after the procedure, if you act as if-it's
a normal way to pick up the cards, that is without any thought,
they audience won't see it. The fact that there is a 1 on both
sides of the stack isn't seen by anyone because the cards are
first facing the floor, then the audience. (If you work where
there's a balcony, hide the switch witha tum of your body; a
move you should use anyway, as it's good theatrical blocking.)
Walk over to the first man. Reveal what you wrote by
removing his card. Keeping what he wrote from the audience's
view, hand the first card to the participant. Have him tum his
card around to reveal what he was "thinking", not what he
wrote. Be certain to pause for applause. You holding your card
and he holding his card is a cue. The simplified illusion is that
you wrote something and they wrote something. Yau handed
them your card to hold. At the end, you took the set and showed
your card first (the same order as the cards were written) and he
showed his card. The fact that you collected all three sets at the
same Hnle is forgotten.
After each revelation, place your card on the chair. The
face is displayed to the audience but the back with the different
number is hidden by the chair's back.
When finished with the third revelation, pick up all
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Frank says, "Should I marry Cindy?"
three of your cards and hold them in a fan. Your body hides the
backs. This is a final applause cue and is the same as the
beginning display.
Collect the participant's cards as they leave the stage
area and place them behind each of your cards. You now have
a fan that can be see front and back. Your thoughts show on one
side and the correct numbers show on the other.
Finally, you can reveal the rest of the third participant's
information as a closer. In this case,
it was his full address. The audience
thinks he made up a number, or it's
a significant number but you don't
know why. Revealing the details
makes for a terrific close! And the
third participant has no idea how
you knew his street name. He didn't
write it or tell it to anyone and he
was selected from the audience at
random.
NOT3: If you can't find someone with which you
know some personal information, you can alter the presentation
by having the third person think of a question. You print on the
back of the third card, WRITE A QUESTION ABOUT LOVE.
A brief answer is what is written on the first card. In this case,
a good answer could be, "Ask Dear Abby".
The presentation is modified. The woman in the second
position is to think of her address. When you reveal the last
thought, you don't show what you wrote first. You say, "Now
Frank, your thought was a bit more complicated than a single
thought. You thought about a complete question, didn't you? I
believe it was a question about a woman in your life. Her name
is Cindy, isn't it? You wanted to know something about getting
married? Frank, tell everyone what you were thinking."

You take away Frank's card to show the comical an~wer. Tum Frank's card around and give it to him. The answer
Isn't as strong as the previous hits, but you end on comic relief.
The.revelation seems strong because you reveal what you read
earher.
.

.
S~3Cl~L BONUS: If you've read the introduc!IOn to this volume, believe you're safe from stage fear and are
In a venue that is ~onducive to a stage whisper, here's not just
an alternate handling, but the true handling. After the above
was ~itten and edited, it seemed incomplete. I had to consider
revealing my personal handing, something I was going' to
rele~se sep~rately. I've decided it isn't proper to explain a
special version for those who don't like stage whispers and
keep the nucleus hidden.
Earlier, I mentioned that a major company had offered
to produce Special Delivery and Three Sided Brain as a limited
release DVD. The reason I was offered a considerable sum for
the project is for this part of the material. I want new and
?~pi~ing mentalists around the world to try this routine. And so,
It s Included as part of The Book of Numbers.
Instead of numbered cards, the three people on stage
hold white 9x11" envelopes numbered 1, 2 and 3 on both sides.
Each envelope has the flap removed. There's a giant paper clip
to hold the envelope clasped shut. The participants hold the
envelopes, but won't write anything. You show your cards
front and back with the false display explained above.
Write your thought (the known information about #3)
on th.e ~rst card. Step over to the first participant and put your
card inside the #1 envelope. The illusion of your card marked 1
going into his envelope marked 1 looks as fair as it could be.
Lock the mouth of the envelope shut with the clip. You hand it
to the first spectator to hold and ask in whisper what his
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mother's maiden name is.
Do this in a manner that
appears as if you're checking to make certain he's
doing everything correctly.
Write what #1 told
you on the next card and
continue as you did for the
first spectator. You don't
have to say anything to #3.
Later, he'll recognize his
home address. As it stands,
each person is holding a
sealed envelope with a card.
You need to orient the cards
to match the envelopes.
As you collect the envelopes, remove the paper clip,
place it on the card and remove the card from the envelope.
Place the card UNDER the envelope so your writing faces the
floor. (The numbers under your writing will, of course, not
match the numbers on the envelopes). However, show the
matching numbers as you remove the card, just don't flash the
back written side of your card. Again, the illusion is great. A
numbered card comes out of the same numbered envelope. This
repeated image is what really sells the trick.
Place the second set of card and envelope on top of the
first, with the card under the envelope. Repeat with the third
set. You should have from bottom up: the ·1/3 card (writing and
3 facing down), the #1 envelope, the ·2/1 card (writing and 1
facing down), the #2 envelope, the. ·3/2 card (writing and 2
facing down), and last the #3 envelope. Casually move the ·1/3
card from the bottom to the top and tum the entire stack over.
You're set. The #1 envelope shows. Place the set on the chair
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propped up on display.
When you're ready to reveal the first participant's
thought, remove the envelope. The card with "1" and your
matching thought is facing the audience. Take the envelope in
your left hand, the card in your right (careful not to flash the
back) and put the envelope against the back of the card. Take
the paper clip from the card and clip them together, keeping the
participant from peeking at the other side of your card. Hand
both to the first participant to hold against his chest. Do the
same with the next two sets.
The patter is a little different in this version. You don't
ask the participants to think of anything. There are no instructions on the envelopes. You tell them beforehand that you'll
reveal a thought they have, NOT one of their choosing.
The patter goes along these lines:
"I'll refer to the three of you as Number One, the lovely
Number Two and Number Three. Here is an envelope to hold
so everyone remembers his or her specific number.
"I have three large cards that are also numbered one,
two and three on both sides." The three gimmicked cards are
displayed.
"In a moment, I'll enter each of your minds. I'll pry and
search through the windmills until I find an interesting fact.
Nothing embarrassing, but certainly something personal to each
of you. Something that I couldn't possibly know. Don't worry,
it shouldn't hurt -- much. I mean at all."
Pick up the first card get ready to write. "Number One,
please look at me. Interesting... "
At this point, the lines of cold reading and comic relief
from above also apply here. After all three cards have been
written and sealed in their respective envelopes, you summa41
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rized what has happened. Be certain to stress that nothing was
set-up before the show and that you didn't even know who
would help you on stage until they were chosen by the audience.
To reveal the thoughts, say, "Number One, I got the
impression of someone's name, do you know what name I'm
talking about?" This statement will lead him to understand that
you mean his mother's maiden name. If he doesn't get it, you
continue with more clues. "A woman's name, I believe she's an
older woman." He'll get it. He knows that's what thought you
got because you verified it with him earlier.
With the second person, you explain you received a
thought about a meal. .. She'll get it too. The only meal that's
been discussed is what she ate for dinner. Always start out
vague and reveal more and more. In this manner, you'll receive
many "yes" responses. The audience will think the people are
thinking of personal thoughts that you get.
The third party is handled even more strongly. Search
for each digit. Gradually, he'll recognize the number. Ask if it
has significance for him. Look for meaning - then, make the
connection to his home. Finally, when he returns to his seat,
give the street address. This routine is so strong that magicians
have accused me of using pre-show work for all three people!
The reason I suggest reading the introduction before
deciding to use this method is to alleviate any anxiety about
stage whispers. For the price of two quiet queries, you possess
a stunning bit of mentalism. The whispered questions don't tip
a thing. In most triple prediction effects, the participants are
asked OPENL"X what they are thinking. It all seems so innocent; and in fact, it is.
To some, this handling may seem too direct. For that
reason, only a few will have the professional moxie to do it. To
them lie the spoils of victory!
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3XCHANG 1T
After years of trying different serial divination tricks
this has become one of my favorites. Many mentalism tricks
drag during the set-up. This version has an effect "before the
divination. It keeps the pace moving, which is vital to good
theater.
"

3 FF 3CT 1 :

A spectator and the mentalist both
secretly seal a banknote in a small pay envelope. The mentalist
has his back turned during the procedure. The mentalist's
envelope is sealed before the spectator announces the value of
his bill. When the mentalist's envelope is opened, it contains
the same value as that sealed by the spectator.

3 FF 3CT 2: The spectator's bill remains sealed in
his marked envelope. The mentalist never touched the bill yet
he's able to reveal the serial number!
'
PR3S3NTAT10N 1: Mirador the Mentalist was
ready to perform another one of his miracles. He asked a young
man to help him by taking a random bill from his wallet. The
was instructed to quickly fold it over twice and seal it in a
coin envelope. Mirador turned his back to the spectator
"and the audience so he couldn't see the value of the chosen bill
and while so, put his own bill into another envelope.
Mirador turned around and took the man's envelope. He

nanceo his envelope to the man in exchange.
"What's the value of the bill you sealed in here?"
asked the man. He was told the envelope held a

A./I,' ... n,-t", ...
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five-dollar bill. Mirador Wrote "5$" on the man's envelope with
a marker. Mirador explains, "If the bills match in value, we will
keep each other's bills, no loss, but if I have NOT matched the
selection, you may keep BOTH bills." Both envelopes were
handed to a third party for safekeeping. The man's envelope
was marked with a "5$' on it, so the third party wrote an "M"
for Mirador on his envelope to keep them separate.
The man again announced that the value of his bill was
a five-dollar bill. The third party opened the mentalist's envelope and inside was another five-dollar bill!

PR3S3NTAT10N 2: Mirador explained how he
did it. "I can see the bill in my mind's eye. Did you look at the
bill? I can see it clearly. There's a name written one the front,
it's John. There's a little scribble on the back... it's a set of
initials. They are GM. Wait! I see why there are initials on the
back. They were put there by a bank teller because this bill was
the top of a stack 'of bills while in Atlanta.
"The note was given as change to a tall man named
Michael, does that name ring a bell? Michael or Mike?" The
man said he didn't know anyone named Michael. Mirador went
on, "And later the bill was spent at a dry cleaners. Then it ended
up in the hands of a woman named Stephanie. Does this mean
anything to you?"

M3THOD: Among the
multitude of serial number divination tricks, a few stand out as
unique. Annemann's A Mentalist
and Money is one. In this stellar
creation, the actual borrowed bill
is divined. For the 1993 PEA
Meeting of the Minds, I built an
entire act on that trick alone.
However, most other methods involve switching the chosen bill.
That's fine, but most methods
have the mentalist touching the bill at some point. In 'this
routine, the bill is handled only by the participant.
Early in 2005, I discussed serial number divination with
Banachek and Criss Angel. They were looking for a method
where the mentalist never touched the borrowed bill, yet could
call out the serial number. I was determined to find, or create, a
piece that met that criteria.
I perused an old Phantini book that had a trick that was
close. It used an envelope with a small window cut in it. The
borrowed bill was placed flat and face down in the envelope
the serial number could be seen through the window.
bad, but I wanted the spectator to fold the bill and seal it in
envelope himself.

At that point, the man said his sister's name as
Stephanie. She may have give the bill to him earlier that day!
Mirador continued, "I can really see the bill now. Someone
write this down, quickly! I can see the serial number. It's A
472-079-65 C.

I mixed a childhood favorite of transposing silks in
. . • • •. • . . .•matcnboxes with a gypsy envelope switch and discovered
someuuna quite new.

The bill was removed from the sealed envelope. The
person who wrote it down read off the serial number one digit
at a time. The third party checked the bill and verified each
digit. Mirador was correct!

The method is comprised of two bold envelope
and a body index. It should be apparent that the first
sets up the second. Because the audience will remember
each trick separately, when finished, you'll be credited with a
near miracle.
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First, obtain seven bills of medium wear, each of a
different value; from· 1$ to 100$. On the back of each bill
draw a little scribble and the letters OM with blue ballpoint
pen. Write down the serial number of each bill. Also, note
any special things about the bill such as the Federal Reserve
number or a tiny rip. Anything the spectator ca confirm.
Use eight number 3 size pay envelopes. In six of
them, you'll seal a different valued bill. (Outside of the U.S.,
you'll seal the appropriate bills in as many envelopes as
needed.) Seal a 1$ in the first envelope, a 2$ in the second, a
5$ in the next, a 10$ in another, skip the 20$, a 50$ in
another envelope and a 100$ in the sixth. On the outside of
each sealed envelope use a marker pen to write the value of
the bill inside, i.e., 1$ is written on the envelope with a one
dollar bill inside and 5$ is written in the envelope with a five
inside. The writing is done on the seamless sides of the
envelopes.
Three envelopes are placed in the left inside pocket
of your jacket and three on the right inside pocket. They
remain in order 1$, 2$, 5$ on the left and 10$, 50$, 100$ on
the right. This is, of course, a simple body index.
The 20$ is in an unsealed envelope and has the
marker clipped to it. The final unsealed envelope is with it.
Both unsealed envelopes and the marker are in an outside
pocket.
Hand a spectator the empty envelope and instruct
him to "quickly" fold any bill he has and seal it in the
envelope. By so instructing him, you keep the routine moving and keep him from noting the serial number. Remember
that he doesn't know what you're going to do any way.
Stress that you shouldn't see what the value is and so you'll
tum your back. Act as if you put a bill in the second
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envelope, however the known 20$ is already in your envelope. Simply seal it and turn back around.
Now, perform the first envelope switch. The history
of this move goes back to a gag used by Charlie Chaplin. It's
contemporary use is based on a gypsy envelope switch used
in a con game, but I've seen it used with forks by Banachek
and know that mentalists such as Bob Cassidy use it.
Holding your envelope in your left hand, reach out to
take the spectator's envelope in your right hand. Bring both
hands together and switch envelopes. It's easier to place
your envelope between your first and second finger of your
right hand, as your left takes the spectator's envelope. Sort
of like a top change with cards. Now, without the slightest
hesitation, hand the spectator his envelope from your left
hand. You took his envelope in your right hand, switched it
to your left hand and handed it to him with your left hand.
Two switches cancel each other out.
Don't think you have to hide this switch, in fact, if
you do you'll ruin the trick. The audience can tumble to the
entire method because they didn't see everything and so,
tend to fill in the gaps. The switch is bold, but smooth. It
really fools people by being so stealth. I've done this switch
in countless shows before hundreds of pairs of eyes. At first,
I thought the audience was being kind. That they detected
the switch but remained silent. How could they NOT see it?
so obvious. But they didn't and they don't. Practice it
and you'll be surprised at how deceptive it really is.
Ask the spectator the value of his selected bill and
it on the envelope, apparently his envelope, but really
If he selected a 20$ you don't have to do the second
because you already have a 20$ in the envelope. A
is the most selected so you have the best chance of being
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right. But'if it's any other value, write it on the envelope. so
it looks like what you previously wrote on a matching
envelope.
If the first switch wasn't bold enough for you, here's
where you do the bolder second switch. Explain what's
going to happen; that if~ou've been correc;
the value of
both bills match, you will keep each other s bill. When you
say that, put the marked envelope in the inside pocket where
its duplicate rests and switch them. This move is to illustrate
that you'll keep his bill. It's so natural it will go unnoticed.
The most selected values are on the left side so your right
hand is already positioned to do an easy switch. If a 10$, 50$
or 100$ is chosen, put the envelope in your left and do the
switch from there.

an?

As your hand goes into your jacket pocket, continue
your explanation and tell the audience that if you've f~iled to
match the spectator's choice, he gets to keep both billsl As
you say this, take out the duplicate envelope. Because you
wrote the value he chose on the envelope, a switch seems
impossible. It all happens so quickly and smoothl~ ,:hile
pattering, no one ever notices the envelope leaves thel~ SIght.
The total time the audience doesn't see an envelope IS only
about three seconds! Everything is performed as an unconscious gesture. The psychology is sound because you
couldn't switch his envelope anyway, unless you knew what
bill he was going to put in his envelope. On top of that,
WHY would you switch the envelope? This may seem like a
gutsy move, but it isn't.
Hand the spectator's (really your) envelope and the
marker to a third party. Have the spectator hand your envelope (really his) to the third party and instruct him to put the
first letter of your name on it. This is to stress the fact that
the envelopes are so different, they couldn't possibly be
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mistaken for each other. A concept you wish to keep far
from the mind of the audience.
Reveal that your bill matches the spectator's and take
a bow. You want a time delay so you get more credit for
knowing the serial number on the spectator's bill without
ever touching it.
The second part of the trick is to reveal the serial
number. This is, of course, why you did the first trick, but no
one knows that. All the tricky work is done and you're ready
to make a miracle. Study the patter above. Notice how you
reveal much more than just the number; you reveal the
history of the bill. This is strong showmanship and really
sells the piece.
As you describe the bill, actually' see it in your
mind's eye. Remember the bill. Tell everyone what you see.
The name, John, is the first name of the Secretary of the
Treasury. You don't need to explain this, let the spectator
discover it.
Atlanta is one of twelve Federal Reserve banks in the
U.S. It can't be verified by the spectator, except on a 1$ bill,
but it's an extra point that an intelligent person from the
audience may understand. He may explain to his wife why
Atlanta is important, rather than how he thinks the "tricks'
were done. It's psychological points like this that make
strong performances. They cost so little, but have such great
potential.
As you go through the fictitious history of the bill's
travels, throw in names that may have significance to the
participant. This is the easiest hit-or-miss type of cold
reading you can do. If you miss, it's about the bill's unknown history. Keep going until you hit a name or place that
rings true to the bill's owner. Then what you're saying is
about HIM.
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Other Tricks by Dace Hilford
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Wizard's Manual
The Cassandra Deck
Cards of Cairo
Million Dollar Deck
Rasputin's Secret
Raven's Slates
Assassin Card Sword

$65
$25
$20
$10
$20
$175
$350

All books and tricks can be purchased from your
local magic dealer or directly from Docc Hilford.
For a catalogue send your name, address and $3 to:
P.O. Box 546022 Bal Harbour, FL 33154

or visit us on the web at:
DoccHilford.com
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